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courts of the written law plays its part, though not always in the
direction of adapting the law to present needs, but evolution by con-
ventional rules is equally important. In the United Kingdom the
legal framework of executive government has been adapted to other
ends than those which it formerly served without any change in the
law, not by judicial interpretation, for which opportunity seldom
occurs where there is no enacted constitution, but by the growth of
conventional rules. In this way has the Executive, the servant in law
of the Crown, become subject to Parliament and through the House
of Commons to the electorate, its political overlord. The whole
conception of constitutional monarchy was thus developed without
destroying the legal powers of the Crown, other than those doubt-
fully claimed by the Stuarts. Again parliamentary government
means not merely that there is a legislature with capacity to enact all
laws, but that co-operation between Ministers and Parliament is
secured by rules which are largely conventional and are enforced by
political rather than legal sanctions. Fear of loss of office or of
reputation is the ultimate sanction which causes Ministers to observe
this part of constitutional law, rather than fine or imprisonment,
Equally, expectation of office and regard for their political reputa-
tions ensure observance on the part of the Opposition.
Scope of ; "Conventions are rules for determining the mod$ in ^#&i6llJ^
Conventions. |; discretionary powers of the Crown (or of Ministers asj^H&ntsof
| tire Crown) ought to be exercised." * So wrote Dicey seventy years
ago'THS was concerned to establish that conventions were "intended
to secure the ultimate supremacy of the electorate as the true political
sovereign of the state." He was therefore mainly concerned with
rules governing the use of the prerogative. The complexity of modern
government has caused innumerable statutory duties to be entrusted
to the Executive. The older powers are still exercised in the name of
the Queen, though convention entrusts them to Ministers, Modern
statutes recognise the convention and confer the powers expressly on
individual Ministers in many, but not in all cases. When Parliament
gives a Minister discretionary power, that power is exercised by him
as a matter of law, but If wHT noneTKeless be a discretionary power
exercised on behalf of the Crown. The conventions which impose
individual and collective responsibility upon Ministers operate to
secure that in the exercise of legal powers conferred upon Mm by
statute a Minister shall be as responsible to Parliament &s if he were
exercising a prerogative power which is in law the sole responsibility
,o£ the Crowti. But it isjiot only in the sphere of the discretionary
jpbwers of fte> Executive that conventions are an important source of
al law, and a fuller examination of their contents and
is reqtotecl
r 3P- dt; pj>i 42i£-l See Inftrodwction, 9th ed., pp. xcv-xcwi

